While November offers some breathing room between mega-fairs Frieze London and Art Basel in Miami Beach, the month’s exhibition calendar is as packed as ever. Spanning historical surveys headlined by greats like Donald Judd, Claes Oldenburg, and Coosje van Bruggen, to breakout solos by emerging artists like Lauren Elder, Kareem Lotfy, and Christine Sun Kim, Artsy selected 25 gallery shows, from New York to Mumbai, that you won’t want to miss.


After a new Drake music video went viral last week picturing the rapper dancing amongst lightscapes that some see as an homage to Turrell—and just before the artist is honored at LACMA’s Art and Film Gala—Turrell debuts new work at a gallery that has already been shaped by his influence. KGC, which already has a permanent skyspace and a lighting installation designed by the artist, will show Turrell’s new “Elliptical Glass” works: LED light displays covered with glass that are embedded into the gallery walls—once again testament to the artist’s keen ability to harness light.
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